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If you'd like to improve your ability to learn Latin vocabulary by as much as 100%, 200%, even

300% (or more)...using simple memory techniques that you can learn in 15-20 minutes (or less),

then this may be the most important audiobook that you will ever hear. Believe it or not, it really

doesn't matter if you think you have a good memory or not. Every day that you are not using this

simple vocabulary memorization system, you are literally stealing from yourself the joy of being able

to read, speak and recall an abundance of Latin vocabulary as you easily expand the natural

abilities of your mind.
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We were already familiar with using memory palaces, but had run into some practical problems. Mr.

Metivier's approach helped us resolve those. We had terminating locations and path crossing that

was confusing us. Also, it is important to note that the author provides links to free worksheets,

videos, and answers your questions by email. He seems genuinely interested in people mastering

the skill.

A waste of time, more of a disguised sales pitch than a helpful learning Latin book. Frustration sets

in waiting for this guy to get to the point.

The memory techniques are not unique to learning a language. They may make it easier for some,



but may not suit everyone. The technique requires an immense outlay before any payoff, but once

the foundation is laid, learning IS facilitated.

Not convinced by the memory palace of the mind approach, even though Cumberbatch's Holmes

lives in one. Maybe my memory palace is in need of the team from This Old House.

This book uses memory tricks I learned from a two bit carnie hypnotist, It only works if you are

willing to waste a lot of time.

This book did nothing to help me learn Latin.I did read it and came to the conclusion it is one

persons idea of how to memorize something.It is a very complicated method that requires study in

it's own right .Not what I wanted at all.

Am interesting introduction to a challenging field.

You create various "buildings" with "rooms" and place the words in the rooms with various memory

tricks. You either love this stuff or find it unhelpful. I do better with flash cards, or pictures are even

better. I found it overwhelming to find buildings for all 26 letters of the alphabet with their various

rooms and furniture!Wikepedia The Method of loci (loci being Latin for "places"[1]), also called the

memory palace or mind palace technique, is a mnemonic device known to the ancient Greeks and.

In this technique the subject memorizes the layout of some building, or the arrangement of shops on

a street, or any geographical entity which is composed of a number of discrete loci. When desiring

to remember a set of items the subject literally 'walks' through these loci and commits an item to

each one by forming an image between the item and any distinguishing feature of that locus.

Retrieval of items is achieved by 'walking' through the loci, allowing the latter to activate the desired

items
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